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Wo_men Studies
Form·s Group
To Study ·funds
The Women Studies program has decided to form an ad hoc
committee to respond to questions raised concerning differences
in funding of the Women Studies and ethnic studies programs at

UNM.
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·Vice Pres. L abe Is Report
'Administrative B_ungling'
contacted and it was a sham,"
Gomez said.
· Gomez explained that the

By ORLANDO R. MEDINA

ASUNM Viee President Emetto
Gomez aaid the report iuued Jut
week by the ad hoc committee
investigating Sen. Randy Gins was
the result of "administrative
bungling."
Gomez' statement. concerned
the LOBO publication of an ad
hoc committee report which was
to investigate facts in· the
donation of 50,000 place mats to
the ASUNM Coffeehouse and
subsequent rumors concerning
revenue from the mats.
The committee recommended
last week that Gihs be censured
for a ... possible conflict of
interest."
Gomez told the•LOBO that the
report was not verified by him
and had been the total work of
the committee:
uThe miuion of the committee
was to look into supp01ed
Wl'ongdoinp and to check into
the rumors and innuendoa. The
miuion was never aecompliahed as
there has never been a formal
meeting of the committee. All the
people involved ·were never

Ernesto Gomez
investigation concerning Gins was
to have three phases.
The first phase was the
accumulation of facts concerning
the donated place mats to the
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.
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coffeehouse and the people
involved.
. The second· ph,.,e ·was to
determine Gins' exact role in the
matter and the problems between
the Pftyco Advertising Company,
the firm that donated the place
mats, and the people who bought
advertising.
The third phase was the
presentation of all related facts to
the senate for consideration.
Gomez said that as a result, "A
lot of damage has been done to
Sen. Gins' reputation resulting
from the bungling of the ad hoc
committee."
Gomez said that because or the
damage, he was going to ask Sen.
Louis Tempkin to step down as
chairman of the committee and
appoint Sen. Damon Tobias to
take over.
Tempkin was. responsible for
release of the report for
publciation.
Gomez also cited a letter he
wrote connected with the troubles
arising in student government.
"The 1974·75 l(overnmental

Academic Vice President Joel Jones reported that the
combined Women Studies.-;-Women Center budget is
approximately twice that of the individual ethnic studies groups
·on campus.
Jones said that although exact statistics on class enrollmeq.t ·
were unavailable -at this time, it would make little difference in
program budgets because' enrollment in all areas was
approximately the same except for Afro-American studies, which
is smaller.
.
Jones explained that the reason the women's program receives
mol'e funds is because the funds come from two separate
sources-one source funds the Women Studies program and
another source funds the Womens Center, The Women Studies
program receives funds under Vice President of Academic Affairs,
Chester Travelstead and the Womens Center is funded under Vice
, President of Student Affairs, Harold Lavender.
Figures obtained from Jones and Lavendar .Wowed that for this
fiSCal year, the combined budget for the Women•Studies program
and the Womens Center totals $7 8,546•
Under the ethni~ studies program, Native American Studies
receives funds totaling $48,086, Afro-American Studies receives
$48,479 and Chicano Studies gets $49,856.
Jones said that the three ethnic centers are funded comparably,
but the womens programs has the advantage since they receive
funds frpm two sources.
In response to Nathaniel Wollman, Dean of Arts and Sciences,
and others who question the quality of instructors in these
courses, Jones pointed to the instructional funds in all four areas
of study. $12,160 of instructional funds ~oes to the Women
Studies program, while Chicano Studies receives $8400 and both ··
Afro·American and Native American Studies receive only $7000
of inatructional funds.
Jonet explained that with this type of funding, it is imp011ible
to hire instructors with PhD's in those areas. Yet he said that the
programs are expected by Wollman and others to come up with
inatructors of that caliber;
He also emphasized that even if'these studies programs had the
financing to hire these instructors, there are not that many people
around with doctorates in these areas. ·
"What t.beae groups are trying to do on a limited budget is
fantastic," Jones iaid, and added, "I would like to see some of
the departmen·ts try and do it. n

PEC Chairman
"They're trying to bury
me," Popular Entertainment
Committee Chairman Steve
Schroeder said yesterday.
Schroeder said he is under
pressure from "individuals I
will not name who are
suspicious of me and tend to
do nothing but muckrake."

(Continued on page 2)

By .JOSEPH MONAHAN
In a tie vote the City Council rejected a
... tesolution Monday night that would have. leant
city support to the boycott of all non United
Farm Worker8 (UFW) lettuce and grapes.
The council was set to approve the resolution
Monday aftemoon but Council!or Kenneth Rex
decided to abstain from voting. Rex said, "I will
not be coerced by the media on which way I
vote." Rex said he was referring to a story in a
local newspaper that said if the council approved
the resolution the city would lose two
conventions of cattle•growers. The story also
indicated that Rex was a "swing vote" on the
resolution since the other councillors had already
said which way they would vote •
u'lbe media is unleashing a monster that will
be hard to contend with," Rex said. Rex said his
decision to abstain was also ccinf'luenced" by the
f'act that he is a member of the AFL-CIO union
which is at odds with the UFW. over the boycott.
Elton Boyd, news director of radio station

KDEF, approached Rex after the vote saying,
.. You're slandering the whole profession on the
basis of one article •.. I think you should
apologize."
Before the resolution was voted upon the
public was invited to speak before the council
about the resolution. ·
Ten people spoke against the measure using
descriptions ranliing from ' 1propaganda'' to
cccommunist inspired."
One man, Lee Gonzales, said that the
president of UFW, Cesar Chavez, was a
communist and that members of his union were
"Marxist, leftist deadbeats. They {the UFW) are
supported by the communist me.dia." This was
greeted with applause from the gtoup that had
come to protest the resolutioil.
Another speaker against the resolution, George
Baum, said, 1'The council is being conned,
hoodwinked, victimized, and propagandized by
considering this resolution. I feel this is a
(Continued on page 3)
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UN M Wiii Probably
N·ot' Develop Land
.
1

~
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Dale Bellamah Corporation is about 300,000 acres held in trust year.
By GEORGE JOHNSON
Vice President for Business and really no longer under for the university under the
$300,000 a year comes from
Fiaance John Perovich said consider11tion.
~
land leased to Winrock shopping
Ferguson Act of 1898.
yesterday that the university
•'It's probably the choicest center.
.
The Bellamah plan called for a
"Not much of the land is
probably will not develop 12,000 community of 80,000 to be piece of the land," Perovich said.
aci'I!S south of the airport.
developed on the land. The plan "It's about the only parcel developable," Perovich said. He
"I think the university's
adjacent to a major metropolitan said the only commercially leased
Perovich said that since area!'
land is the Winrock land and a
)XlSiticm is that the State Land
Commissioner master·plan the VNM probably will not buy
He said a study ~ould be made building in Farmington.
Of the university-owned I and
. land and dispose of it in an the land, a plan offered to on the effect of infringements on
onlerly manner," he said.
the Regents by Dale the land by low-flying aircraft and 130 acres comprise the north and
UNM has considered buying the Bel/amah Corporation is buffer zones used by Kirtland Air south camplfs and 160 acres make
up the D. H. Lawrence Ranch
land itself and selling it in large
Base,
really no Ianger under Force
In addition to the lands helcl in neat: Taos. ·
b'acts for development.
Perovich said a major portion
trust for UNM, there are also
Perovich said that this probably consideration.
of
the land is leased for grazing.
20,000
acres
owned
by
the
would not happen.
was designed before the university
"There is a' philosophical indicated interest in buying the university. The largest parcel is
question of whether the university land.
the 9500 acre Jim Young ranch
should be in the land development
file land is owned by the state near Pena Blanca which ·was given
business," Perovich said.
and held in trust for UNM. toUNM.
He s.aid the Legislative Finance Current inc9me from the land is ·
Perovich said the combined
Committee thought the Land about $3600 a year.
income from all the UNM·owned ·
Commissioner should study the
·Perovich said tl}e land is part of land comes to about $325,000 a
land and then determine a
piocedure to sell it.
Perovich said that since UNM
probably won't buy the land, a
plan offered to the Regents by the
Hard work by the National Chicano Health Organization,
Project Consejo, and the ATM organization is being hurt by some
students.
.
Over 300 people have signed up to give blood to the Blood
Services. Yesterday of the 180 pints that were supposed to Ill!
donated only 20 pints were given.
·
.
ASUNM
Vice
President
Ernesto
Gomez
has made a personal
Dean of Students' Karen Glaser
appeal
to
students
to
"Live
up
to
your
commitments. Put
became the first woman elected as
yourself in the shoes of an. accident victim. One pint of your
an honorary member of the UNM
blood has the potential of saving three lives. Two open heart
chapter of Phi Eta Sigma honor
surgeries
have had to be postponed."
society Sunday night. Only a few
women on the national level have
been honored by the all·male
organization.
Members of Phi Eta Sigma
select those candidates from the
faculty and administration, who
they believe have successfully
worked at improving the
university-student relationship.
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violatlon of my constitutional dghts,'l he said.
Walter Hernandez ~aid, "This resolution is
asinine; you (the council) have been victimized
,by misgUided professors, clergy, and media who
think it is their duty to be sociologists."
Martin Chavez, one of the coordinators of the
·Albuquerque B~ycott Committee (ABC)rebutted
those charges saying the resolution was a
question of "justice." Chavez said that the
approval of the resolution would help the UFW's ·
str1,1ggle to gain free elections to decicle who will
represent them.
Chavez said that the boycott was being waged
because of the refusal of the AFL-CIO to hold
elections. In response to the charge that the UFW
was composed of communists, Chavea told the
councillors, "I'll let you decide wh terh we're
communists or not."
When the councillors were asked to make
comments on the resolution, Councillor Robert
Poole said, "If the issue here is free elections for
farmworkers, why doesn't the resolution say
so?',

Elected

As a British c0111pany_
like to explain Olir
810ax automatic turntable in plain English.

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerqul', N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (506} 2174102, 271-4202
The New .Mexico Daily Lol>o fa publilh<d llonday through Friday every
l'fWUial' week or the Unlvenity year
and weekly durina- tbe l!lummer session

•

br thto Board or Student Publications or
6e University of New .Mexico_. and ia
not llnanelaUy •asoociated with UNM.
Seecnd ela11 poetage paid at Albuquer•
"""• New Mexico 87131. Subscription
rate lo •10.00 for the aeademie year.
The opinion& expM!aed on the edi·
loriaJ Paceo of The Dally Lol>o are
t ' - of the author !!Oiely, Unsigned
opinion Ia that of the editorial l>oard
of The Daily Lol>o. Nothing printed In
The Dally Lol>o neeeonrily represent&
the •lewa or the University or New
llako.

418 Central S.W.
843-7559
With this ad
New MeJCico,
A Pictorial E111y
te•t by Tony Hilltrman

$19.95

reg. 122.00
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protects records and
cartridge stylus assembly.
Tone arm descent is
viscous-damped in
automatic operation
810 OX reproduces
and also when using
recorded music accurately.
::.;.... . . . . the manual cue and
pause control. for gentle contact
The BSR 8100X has a sophisticated
with record surface. Platter rubber
synchrmous motor. spinning a heavy
mat protects records
7-lb. platter for ·
.~··.· .· . ~
during play and cushions
accurate speed ~
discs during automatic
(regardless of
~~
drop Automatic <n,,.,,..u,."lli
voltage supply or
uses umbrella-type sus,perlsic,n;
record load) and all-but-nmexistent
without
outboard balance arm.
wow and flutter. Anti-skating force
Stub spindle rotates with record to
may be adjusted for
prevent distortion of center hole.
optimum pressure with
Stylus setdown adjustment prevents
either cmical or
stylus
damage if dropped outside of
elliptical styli. so stylus
range. Tracking pressure
sits perfectly centered
adjustable down to·
jn groove for precise stereo
0.25 grams for
separatic:n
newest lightweight
without audible
cartridges for
distortic:n or
minimum
record
uneven groove
wear Stylus brush whisks dust oif
wear.· A strobe
.
stylus
between
·
·· ~
disc is integrated into the platter
design and a variable speed cmtwl is , plays Lock
automaticafly secures
tone arm to prevent
_damage to stylus
from accidental
provided should you want to vary
movement. Stylus
from, and later return to, the normal·
wear
meter records accumulated
speeds. The tc:ne arm will track as
use in hours. Knowing when
low as 0.25 grams to make use of
to replace a
finest light-weight. high-compliance
worn. stylus
cartridges for maximum fidelity and
dynamic range.
protects your records.

How the
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-¥ Rolling Stone
-¥ ZapComiJC
• Zoo World

-i& • Mother Earth News

*

Village Voice
• Out of state newspapers
•·Albuquerque's largest
magazine selection

SUNDAYS
_ OPEN
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How the 810 ox
provides convenient operation
·in 11Pf desired mode.
After touching a single featherweight button, the 8100X can
either, play a stack of
records, shutting off
after the last one;
play a single record
and shutoff, or play'
a single record, and
repeat it indefinitely until yo1,1 stop it.
·-~ · ·; Manual operation
~) "'·"". uses a single button
~'~·'""''"'·.
to start the motor,
and the cue control to lower the
stylus

How the 810 ox operates
quie~~ emitti~ no Sound .
that can intrude on the music.

Lip Service is a LOBO-sponsored
student community service which runs
announcements of meetings and otl1er
affairs of student organizations.
Announcements will normally run two
days prior to and on the day of the
scheduled event. Submissions should
be taken to ASUNM Public
Relations/Information Office in Room
248 of the SUB. Please keep notices
short and to the point.

Meetings

State Rep. James Caldwell will
discuss gun control laws, laws requiring
new hunters to receive training, and
illegal use of guns at the Central
Audubon Society meeting Thurs., 7:30
p.m. in the Physics and Astronomy
Building,
UNM Chess Club will meet
tomorrow at 7 p.m. In Room 231 of
the SUB. Club president and U.S.
Junior OPI!ll Champion Spencer Lucas
will play aU comers in a simultaneous
exhibition.

.•

Christian Student Center will meet
tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the center,
Girard and Central (almost).
Senate Finance Committee will meet
in Room 231 of the SUB tomorrow at
12:45 p.m.
Senate Steering Committee will
meet In •Room 231 of the SUB
tomorrow at 7 p.m.
Juniper, UNM's gay community
service organization presents a color
sound filmstrip entitled "The Invisible
Minority" Fri., at 8 p.m. In Room
250·D of the SUB. Discussion
afterwards.
An lnfonnation meeting to explain
the use of Latin American refe:rencc
and bibliographical material today at 7
p.m. In Rooms 40 and 41 of
Zimmennan Library.
"What is Time?" wiU be the topic

_, .

Bicycling In Albuquerque is the
topic for U1e Sept. 19 meeting of the
Albuquerque Group of the Rio Grande
Chapter of the Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m.,
4901 Central N,E,

1 S ~·
~
I

McDONALD

.

Albuquerque I 255·1613
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POPEJOY HALL
. ._ _...__. AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Announcements

H arrlson and Tyler, a wotnen's
comedy team, will appear Thurs. at 8
p.m. In the SU 8 Ballroom. Students
with JD free. Othel'$-$1.50

ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL
Thursday, Sept. 21, 1972

Student organizations: Rechartering
deadline is Sept. 20.
Tbe International" Center Is offering
8·wcek, 2 hours a week courses In
conversational Japanese, Arabic,
Portuguese and Sanskrit, These courses
will be taught by native speakers.
Registration ends today. Call 277·2946
for info,

President
Chairperson. of Council
.2 Unive~sity Forum: Delegates
1974-75 GSA Budget

WILL BE HELD TUESDAY, SEPT. 24; 1974 AND
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 25, 1974
"

B

Happiness IB whst we sell

Volun tecrs are needed to help
officiate for The Pedaling Feat on
Sept. 29 and Oct. 13. Call the Alumni
Office at 277·5808.

Graduate ·Student Association Elections
for:
.,

Southwestern Llf'e

Athletics

General meeting of the UNM
Fencing Assoc. today from 6:30·7:30
p.m. at Carlisle Hall, south gym.
Discussion of this rear's activities.

'411Alttilt

precision assembly that replaces the
. plumber's nightmare of rotating
.eccentric plates and interlocking gears
that other changers use. Unlike other
changers, there are no light metal
stampings that can go out of aligment
and make a lot of noise, from being
carried, bumped, or just from use.
For literature wr.ite to
BSR (USA) Ltd I
Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913.

Delta Sigma Pi, a professional
business fraternity • will meet in Room
250·B of the SUB, tomorrow at 7:30
p.m.

for a philosophy discussion this Fri.,
3:30 p.m., In Room 518 of the new
Humanities Bldg,

..

The 8100X uses a unique sequential
cam drive mechanism. It is a rigid

,.:.,

Nighberl
has planS for
your happiness.

decided to vote approval.

Vietnam, Veterans Against the
War/Winter Soldier Organization will
meet tonight at 6 upstairs in the SUB,

First Woman

How the 8100X

Larry

UNM Folksong Club will meet
tomorrow at 7:30 p,m. in Room 231·D
of the SUB.

Blood Ne.eded Now

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
No.18
Vol. 78

Gil Gonzales, ASUNM president, spo\(e before
Immediately after Poole's statement
Councillor Marion Cottrell introduced an
the council pointing out that Eugene, Oregon;
Salem, Mass.; New York City; Philadelphia; and
amendment that changed the language of the
resolution so that it included mention of" the
Stockholm, Sweden had all taken action
election issue, The amendment was passed, but
supporting the UFW boycott.
Poole still voted against the resolution.
If the resolution had passed, it would have run
About forty members of the ABC were at the
'into opposition from Mayor Kinney. Kinney said
was composed of communists, Chavez told .,the
meeting, but they reacted calmly to the vote
councillors,
"I'll let you decide whether we're
which was a major defeat for their movement.
or
not."
communists
One member said that picketing of Safeway
stores, which boycott all UFW produce, will
fii!~~.;'J:"c:!',;#::'t.
continue as it has for the last two years. There ,
j'I.G. IS R.EAU..V.
was no indication that the committee would
c:~
OUTSTAHOINGJ!
attempt to re-introduce their resolution.
Laba
Wal'k
'4
=\
Councillors Jack Kolbert and Sandra Cohn
Wand•l'•
1
~t: ,..,·c;:;:~~~ ~tiArJo
were absent from the' meeting because of the
!
Jewish New Year, but both sent statements to· :;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;::::::::::::;::::~
the council. Kolbert said he approved of the
boycott while Mrs. Cohn said she could not
support the action..
Ail it is now, any second effort by the ABC to
pass the resolution would fail unless Mr. Rex

Polling Places to be announced

First Major Performance

Teen's Play 'Fantastic'
In Concert at Popejoy
His style reminds one of the
. An audience of 1000 sat in Pope- foot-tapping power of Carole King
JOY J:lall Weclnesday night, not with an occasional classical bent.
knowmg what to expect.
The seconcl half of the program
What it got was Keith Green, an consistecl of excerpts from a com·
18-year-old song writer from Los ing rock operetta inspired by the
Angeles, and some fantastic piano writings of Kahlil G ibran's "The
Prophet." For a young man, Green
playing.
Green opened his set without a shows a great deal of spmted
word. It was his first major concert awareness in the lyrics. His voice
contained an emotional intensity
ancl he seemed a bit afraid.
not obvious in the light first half of
But once he started playing, to the show.
feverously strum at his guitar,
Keith Green said he was "happy
smiles flowed back and forth be- to be in Albuquerque," It was oovJ·
tween the stage and the audience.
ous the aud1ence was glad to have
His guitar playing showed more him.
youthful eJCuberance than mellowed maturity. But once he sat
down at the grand piano, it became
obvious where Green's talents lay.
The first half of the program was
devoted to songs from a soon-to-be
released album "Revelations" and
"Personal Songs"-an album in.
progress. The joyous scream of
"I'm Alive" throughout "Waiting
for Today" Jed to the pointecl humor of "Raping Mother Nature."
Green's lyrics fluctuated between
deep personal philoqophy ancl easy
to relate-to humor.
By the middle of the first set,
Green had the audience whistling
and clapping along to "Whatcha'
Gonna Do Now."
His voice was strong, showing no
strain as he reached for high notes.
But, talk about Keith Green has to
get back to his·J?iano. !'le's playecl
for 13 years and tt certamly shows.
•
• . •
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Keith
Green
Returns To
Popejoy

Hall
Saturday
Sept.28
at
8 ·15 p m
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Perspective

.).
Editorials
Opinions

zealot he's arrayed an impressive battery of facts to
substantiate his opinions. However, despite the
mountain of facts and the apparent sincerity of the
man, we cannot help but feel that if he succeeds at
what he's doing, UNM will become a fir$t rate
institution with a second rate concept of
educational goals.
That's a horrible allegation to make, but make it
we must.
.
It is true that students now entering UNM have
lower ACT scores than their predecessors. And it is
true that, at the same time, the grade point average
is on the rise.
The facts are there. They don't lie, but then
again, they don't stand· without tieing interpreted.
Dean Wollman has interpreted them as
representing blatant deterioration in quality at the
school and has set about to roll the heads of those
departments responsible. Now,"both Women Studies
and Ethnic Studies face dismantlement for refusing
to comply with Wollman's grading quota.
And it's a reason couched in a narrow-minded
view of what education should be.
If Dean Wollman is to be believed, education

Education need not be ·a "weeding-out" process
patterned upon the principles of the Marine Corps.
It need not be yet another machine geared to
benefitting the community's meritocracy,

Opinions •••
Opinions are signed guest editorials which do not
necessarily reflect the editorial policy of the Lobo, or the
policy of ASUNM. GSA or UNM. Opinions may be any
length, but may be cut due to space limitations.
As with letters to the editor, please include address and
telephone number with the Opinion.

tty opinion of the DallY Lobo Staff,
All other columns, cartoons and letters
represent the opinion of the author
and do not necessarily reOect the views
of the staff.
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Econ·omic·s

World
Ne'Zvs

(Continued from page 4)

putting of billions upon billions of
dollars into plants, machinery and
enterprises which would go
bankrupt if forced to face a free
market, but which are
bankrupting us because we are
constantly propping them up,
Poisoned Banking System
Although the most publicized
means of providing such subsidies
are loans to companies like
Lockheed, far more of this,
inflationary sort of money is
concentrated to suclt uses through
the operations of the Federal
Reserve System. You can be sure,
though, with the presence of a
Grinder <;~r a Murray Rothbard or
any of the other New Right
economists, there will be no
structural. analysis of our sickened
and poisioned banking system.
The Secretary of the Treasury will
be able to continue. to slink off, as
he recently did, to secret meetings
with the heads of foreign central
banking systems to enter into who
knows what kind of horrendous
agreements, while we are given
Jerry Ford on television playing
20 questions with 20 professors
rounded up by Nelson
Rockefeller's talent scouts from
the softest centers of American
erudition.
There will be no Grinder there
to tell him such heresies as the
interest rates are not yet high
enough, that "we have to go back
to gold , •. the people's only real
check on inflation," or that if the
present system of government
intervention continues we ,will
move from "political capitalism"
across a "tenuous line in to an era
of economic fascism ... I don't
mean hobnailed boots, but such

By United Press International

Prosecutor Plans Appeal
ST. PAUL, Minn.-The chief prosecutor said yesterday he
will recommend the government appeal a feder<tl judge's
dismissal of all charges against Dennis Banks and Russell
Means, leaders in last year's 71-day armed occupation of
Wounded Knee, S.D.
But the prosecutor, R. D. Hurd, said the Justice Department
in Washingtor;~ will make . the final decision on whether to
appeal Monday's ruling by U.S. District Court Judge Fred
Nichol, who said he was "ashamed" of the job done by the
prosecution and also criticized the FBI.
'Hurd said he won't do anything until he gets the judge's
written opinion and studies it. "It probably will be at l~ast 30
days," he said, before he makes a formal recommendatiOn for
appeal.
Judge Nichol dismissed the charges in a long statement late
'Monday in which he also referred to Watergate and the pardon
of former President Nixon and said "This has been a bad year
for justice."
There was applause f~om the defense anu its supporters.

·CIA Investigation Sought

Dean. Wollman's concepts of education are about
as sound as the hickory stock. We laugh about the
provincialism of that brand of instruction. Let's
opeh our eyes to his brand while we still have eyes·
and we still have minds capable of free thought.

WASHINGTON-The Senate Foreign Relations Committee
voted unanimously Tuesday to investigate CIA operati_o!'s in
Chile which President Ford defended Monday as a traditional
and n'ecessary type of covert activity.
.
.
The investigation will also help the comm1ttee dec1de
whether it should file perjury charges against for'!'er CIA
Director Richard Helms, among others, and whether 1t should
investigate chargeS' that Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
deceived the committee about Chile policy.
In a related development, Sen. J. William Fulbright,
outgoing chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee,
recommended creation of a congressional committee to
oversee CIA operations. Senate Democratic leader Mike
Mansfield said he would support such a proposal.

by Garry Trudeau
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Mr. Ford has been in office less than two months now and he has made
it "perfectly clear" that he is incapable of alltlviating the stench of decay in
the American capitalist system.
Heralded as a breath of fresh air when he accepted the highest
representative position of the capitalist class, Mr. Ford was seen as the man
who could heal the wounds of Watergate and restore the economy to its
prime exploitative status. Praised for his devotion when he was put into
office, he has proved by his actions that he is beyond a doubt devoted to
his class. His honesty is remarkable, after all, he has blatantly revealed the
contradictions in the system and openly revealed himself as a class agellt.
He has steadfastlY remained true to the American system of justice, a.
system that has continually defined justice in class terms. IMr. Nixon has
every reason to be proud of his successor.)
•
Through Ford's maneuvering we are continually confronted with the
fact that the playing of musical chairs in the presidency, has no effect on
the basic premise of American justice or on the exploitative status of the
American economy, Institutional therapy has once again proven itself
ineffective in curing disease. Diseases have a tendency to spread and
eventually kill, particularly when the "therapy" is another pint of
poisonous blood.
It took Gerald Ford only thirty days to reveal what a compassionate
man he really is. In this case his compassion was so overwhelming that he
felt it necessary to soften the impact of it with a call for conditional
amnesty to those who also showed a degree of compassion. Yes, those
infamous traitors are going to be allowed to return under the condition
that they affirm their allegiance to crime and undergo an indoctrinating
experience, so they don't again make the mistake of showing consciousness
in the face of class interest. In the troubled times ahead they will be
allowed back only if they confirm blind obedience to the ruling class. In
an ass-licking, dying regime you better prove you know how.
Meanwhile, there still existed the problem of Watergate and Mr. Nixon.
Obviously, Nixon has undergone punishment that had previously been
unparalleled in the history of the capitalist class. He has been thrown out
of the highest representative office of the nation for the mere fact that he
was too arrogant and open about his crimes and the crimes of his class. But
still he had served his class too well to be permanently tainted by the mere
fact that he was caught. The obviously compassionate move for Mr. Ford
was to forgive him on the behalf of everyone so that he could be free to
enjoy the monetary rewards of service to his class and to anticipate,
without the stench of Watergate following him, the historical confirmation
of Nixon as a great representative of his class, In Mr. Ford another •:great"
bourgeois political strategist is born.
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We feel education should be open to anyone
wishing to pursue it and that the path that
education takes be solely the choice of students and
faculty. After all, UNM exists primarily for students
and secondarily as a center for faculty research.The
administration is simply that, an administration. It
exists to provide smooth functioning of the school,
not to dictate educational 1deology or force
~ompliance with provincial regulations.

Fifth Colu111n
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consists of tough competition coupled with a
grading quota that bequeaths A's and B's to as many
students as it subjects to D's and F's. The bulk are
given C's. They are merely av~rage.

DOONESBURY

Editorial Board
Unsigned editorials represent a major·
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Does Education Serve As A Detector?
An argument over grading is brewing at UNM
which when resolved, will have a telling effect on
the nature of education here for years to come.
The argument: Does education serve as a detector
through which students are processed with the
"intelligent" ones heralded and the rest thrown in
the reject pile? Or is education a means to spread
knowledge and understanding to all, however trite
these words may sound?
The local disciples of each viewpoint are well
knowll by now. In one corner we have Nathaniel
Wollman, Dean of Arts & Sciences and staunch
supporter of. "quality" education. And in the other
corner we have whichever department Dean
Wollman wishes to engage. He began with the
College of Education, stating the school gave too
many high grades. Now he's tackling Women &
Ethnic Studies and if the rumor mills are to be
believed, the English Department stands next in
line.
Dean Wollman, in his effort to make UNM a
Harvard on the banks of the Rio Grande, is
attempting the impossible. Like any zealot he
obviously feels the task can be done. And like any
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Correction
WASHINGTON-A House appropriations subcommittee
Tuesday slashed $452,000 from a $850,000 funding request to
pay for former President Nixon's return to private. life.
.
The subcommittee voted 7-6 to make the mass1ve reduction
after defeating proposals to give Nixon only a flat $200,000.
President Ford had requested the special supplemental
appropriation to provide $450,000 for Nixon's transitional
expenses-to sort his presidential papers and answer over
350 000 letters-and $400,000 to provide an office, a staff and
an annual $60,000 penston.
. .
Subcommittee Chairman Tom Steed, D·Okla., smd the
13·member panel voted to provide Nixon with a total of
$398,000, ,most of which-$245,00D:-Will pay ~or transitional
expenses. The balance, $153,000, will be prov1ded u_nder the
Former Presidents Act to set up an office and full ttme staff
and provide Nixon his pension.

-------Commentary--------

.

ECOnOmiCS &Tinkering
By NICOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WAShiNGTON. (KFS)-Jerry
Ford is not the first man to call an
"economic summit meeting."
That honor falls, to Herbert.
Hoover, who did so in his capacity
of secretary of commerce to pull
the country out of the 1920·21
recession. President Harding
addressed the conference and,
instead of taking its advice,
practiced a tittle "old time
religion"-that is h.e did
nothing-and business turned
good shortly thereafter of its own
accord.
.
That was the last time, and
Harding's was the last
administration to act on the
proposition that the best thing
you could do for the economy is
to leave it alone. Hoover, despite
the reputation for doing nothing
that the Democrats stuck him
with, favored a I arge
public-employment program and
an inflationary policy of
expanding the money supply to
get the chickens rolling bff the
assembly lines and into the stew
pots.
Eight years later, as a president
faced with a worse economic
collapse, he put these and a
number of other ideas, later
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attributed to Roosevelt and the
New Deal, into practice with
results that the older segment of
our population can tell you about.
A defense can be made for
Herbert Hoover and 'the policies
that he and the other men of the
'20s imd '30s pursued. They were
based on what seemed the best
ideas of the times, and because
they'd never been tried, who
could say for sure they wouldn't
work.
Oscillating Between
Boom and Bust
But now, even conceding that
Hoover, engineer, administrator,
businessman and economist that
he was knows more about the
subject dead than Mr. Ford does
alive, the current President might
still be observant enough to shrink
back from the kind of economic
thinking that has kept us
oscillating between boom and
bust for 55 years. Instead,
however, this conference'""'Which
will be more like Ford's first
Duma than any summit-will be
dominated by the same
economists and businessmen
whose advice and wisdom have
gotten us where we are.
The front page of the New ·
York Times says the conference

will represent almost the "entire
spectrum" of American economic
thought, but it's not so. The
difference betW.j!en John Kenneth
Galbraith and Milton Friedman
isn't from A to Z but from A to
B, and that's as wide a gap as will
be turning up in Washington.
Like Hoover, Mr. Friedman
believes you can call forth
prosperity by tinkering with 'the
money supply, and that makes
him not a conservative but a
"right·wing Keynesian," to quote
W a I t e r Grin de r, the
thoroughgoing, New Right,
'conservative ecoqotnist at Rutgers
University, who was not invited.
It is just as well for the complicity
of the complacent that he wasn't,
because Professor Grinder would
have tom Up the turf.
.
Not only would he 'have
pointed out that to balance the
budget in public, while continuing
to inflate the money supply in the
quiet of the Federal Reserve
Board, is a charade, he also
undoubtedly would have said that
the decades of governmental
intervention in our economy has
produced a vast system of what he
calls "malinvestmen ts." By
malinvestments he means the

Bob Bess
u

WASHINGTON-Attorney General William B. Saxbe,
following up President Ford's offer of conditional amnesty,
Tuesday ordered immediate 30·day furloughs for all persons
now in federal prisons for evading the draft.
. A spokesman called it "an act of mercy" which ~ill give the
men an opportunity to follow procedures prescrtbed by the
President for allowing Vietnam-era draft evaders and deserters
to return to society.
.
•
The spokesman said about 95 individuals are believe? to be
still serving time for draft evasion, while another 46 pnsoners
are free on appeal bonds or various legal writs.
Saxbe's order does not affect an esti.mated 700 dese~te!s
·confined in 'III'med services stockades, smce 'they are w1thm
exclusive jurisdiction of the military.
The President announced Monday the details of his plan for
letting deserters and draft ~vaders clear thei~ records by
declaring allegiance to the Umted States and servmg up to two
years in public service jobs.
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increasing centr.ilization that the
interventions are no longer solely
for business but for the state
itself, even though the state
apparatus is largely manned by
business. "
It was exactly this vision which
made Hoover, after racking up
record peace-time budget deficits
and practicing economic

intervention on a then unheard of
scale, draw back in his last months
in the .White House. Hoover,
unlike Mr, Ford, did not throw
the burden of the consequences of
his acts on his Creator, but tried
to think them through for
himself. Mr. Ford does not, and
he won't have Professor Grinder
therP. to help him.

--Lobo Letter-----Dear Lobo:
This letter is written by fourteen
members of Introduction to Women
Studies (American Studies 201.002) in
response to your article appearing on
September 11, 1974 concerning Dean
Wollman's proposal to revoke credit
for academic standards.
Our instructor never made any
statement to us about the granting of·
blanket A's for this course. We were
asked to. give individual thought in
constructing our own grade contracts
and are expected to discuss and have
these approved by the instructor. Our
individual contracts consist of research
papers, journals, readings, attendance,
discussion, and other creative projects.

If it seems that the average grades
are higher than those in o~her courses,
this may be due to the fact that
women who take a Women Studies
course, take it because they are highly
motivated. The people participating in
Women Studies are exceptionally
motivated to produce, and this energy
is not often found in a person taking a
course as a requirement.
Sincerely,
Mary Hockett
Kim Albach
Beth Landon
Elaine Gonzales
Julie Merrill
Carolyn Costales
Vanessa Newell Judy Wallace Moss
Juanita Padilla
Leslie Warner
Alice L. Smith
Hilda Saavedra
Rosalie Hall
Judy Clawson

hair d_esign
for men
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Call 266-31 69

Specializing in the long cut
Uptown
5504 Central Ave SE
Albuquerque, NM 87108
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The Junior Block Program, as.
reported in last week's LOBO, is
an interdisciplinary program
sponsored by both the Secondary
Education Dept. and the
Education Foundations Dept. and
not by the Secondary Education

,

OPTICIANS

9:00-6:00
Sat.
9:00-4:00
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301
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Dept. alone, as was re;po;;rte;;d;.

Draft Evaders Get Furloughs

(Continued on page 5)
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Prescriptions filled ~
Lenses replac~~

Tuesday's LOBO incorrectly
identified "Vet·Rep" Rudi
Reid as Randy Reid.
Rudi Reid, .a retired Air
Force captain, graduated from
UNM last May. He and Tom
Wagner are the two VA
representatives located in
Bandelier West 118.

Nixon Funds Slashed
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POPEJOY HALL
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

and

Classics Theater
Present
A Swinging Shakespearian Comedy

A MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S DREAM
September 19, 20, 21 8:15p.m.
Matinee September 22 2: 1? p.m.
Tickets $3.00, 2.50, 2.00
UNM Students, Faculty, Staff
$1.00 Discount
'Tel. 277-3121

·

.JQ.nis Giv'en Fino I Shoft
"Buried Alive: An Intimate
Biography of Janis Joplin"
By Myra Friedman
Bantam Books/$1.95 paperback

Nightmares have a way of
lingering on.
Buried A liue is the third Joplin
biography on the market (David
Dalton ~s Janis and Peggy Caserta's
Going Down With Janis preceded
it), and the first to approach her
life . on any kind of intellectual
level. Myra Friedman, ex·PR
director for Columbia Re,cords, is

***
By JON BOWMAN
Janis Joplin. I was in high
school when she made it big and I
can still remember ditching classes
for dope smoking in the parking
lot while "Down on Me" blared
over someone's car radio,
Janis Joplin, It didn't matter
whose car radio as long as it
worked, as long as the music
played and the screams had
volume and the school was
somewhere else.
Janis Joplin. She died in
October of 1970 and Hendrix and
'
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JANIS JOPLIN-Art
Club-59·60; Future Nurses of
America-58·59; Future Teachers
of America-57-58; Slide Rule
Club-58-59; "8" Average
Award-57-59.
Morrison went with her and I
don't smoke dope anymore .and
right now I'm sitting inside a
building somewhere on the UNM
campus and someone's radio is
blaring and it seems like a dream.
Or more like a nightmare.
Buried Aliue is a nightmare to
read. Not so much because it talks
a troubled talk of heroin and rock
frenzy, nor because it weaves a
tale of Texas and one woman who
transcended the small town scene.
Janis Joplin is long dead. That and
the existence of a biography like
Buried Aliue is the nightmare.
That and the fact that I'm writing
at a typewriter about her life
instead of dancing it as only Janis
would have wanted. But Janis is
long. dead and forgotten.

triumphed in the end. It's the
kind of little girl reaching for
fame only to be destroyed story.
Hers was a life of depression
coupled with frenetic power. It
makes for good reading in the
"intimate biography" tradition.
Here are some of the choice
tid bits Friedman was able to
unearth.
-Janis was bisexual. In her
. drive for sexual fulfillment she
often was left unsatisfied by
males. She turned to women.
-Janis was quotable. She spoke
out, dropping lines like, "I wanted
to smoke dope, lick dope, suck
dope, fuck dope, anything I could
lay my hands on I wanted to do
it."
-Janis was Janis. The crowds
responsible for the wanted her and she needed them.
dismemberment. Those who knew Only they weren't enough, She
Janis, her friends, gave Myra the bad to have heroin too,
lowdown. All told, the book is a
masterpiece of the "intimate
biography" genre and there lies
both its faults and its power.
Friedman opens the book with
a quaint description of Janis'
hometown, Port Arthur, Texas.
She writes, "Port Arthur is an oil
refinery town in the southeastern
corner of Texas where the Sabine
Lake blocks it from melting into
Louisiana and where the Neches
River, running along the
northeastern rim of town, twists
down from Beaumont some
twelve miles to the northwest."
Geography aside, we learn that
Port Arthur is one of those towns
where the good people live in one
sector, while the others live across
the tracks. We also learn of Janis'
introversion, of the townfolks'
ridicule of her for being odd, and
finally, of her switch to the
proverbial other side where she
learns the blues and picks up an
affinity for Southern Comfort,
Hounded out of Port Arthur by
Janis at the peak of her career
small minds, Janis left for the big
city, Austin. She went to school
there, University of Texas, and
Janis is long dead and
meanwhile played Bessie Smith forgotten. In its attempt to
style blues at coffee houses. She uncQver who Janis was, Buried
did that until the students of the Alive merely serves to distance us
school voted her the Ugliest Man from her. It takes the woman who
on Campus. She left for moved us to mindlessness and gives
California. So much for Texas.
her a history, a psychology of
From that point, the story is pain, frustration, drive and death.
well known. Big Brother picked It takes an era from our lives and
her up, Columbia picked them puts it on the dissecting table so
both up, Janis dropped Big that we become knowledgeable
Brothel', Janis hit it big, bigness when all we wanted to do was
hit Janis, heroin and booze dance.

Lee's Kicked His Last Pit
"Return of the Dragon."
Starring Bruce Lee
Playing at the Cinema East One

***

By JEFFREY HUDSON
When I entered the Cinema
East One the place was packed
and I asked myself why.
Obviously, they were there to see
Bruce Lee make funny noises with
his mouth, to see how fast his
little feet moved and to see him
kick the olive pits out of his
adversaries. The plot can go leap
oft a tall building.
Return of the Dragon is martial
arts pornography. Each scene is
set up to give. yet another
choreographic display of karate.
Another punching and hacking.

~LOBO

The audience won't settle for the middle of the screen. The
anything Jess. Admittedly Bruce dialogue is as senseless as if
Lee is unbelievable with that high Woody Allen had done .the
dubbing. The movie builds up the .
chimpan~ee whine and that total
concentration of force. He .is also climatic gladitorial flight in the
a dead ringer for Richard Thomas colosseum, where in the initial
confrontation the fighters first
of the Waltons.•
Then again I didn't have to say warmed up, before we see who is
any of this, I just copied down · better at karate, the Japanese or
what the people a couple of rows the Americans. When Bruce Lee
back were saying, It is a movie breaks the other guys back you
you can comment on the whole know. You know the movie is
way through somewhat like you over and you can go home
would do at any sports event.
. because Bruce Lee is protecting
Bruce Lee, cast with a bunch of the world, or at least he was until
clods and a scrap of a script, is the he died of a combination of brain
center force, always centered in tumor and marijuana.
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Bored Walk
Concert: The Supremes perform
two shows nightly at the Hilton
Inn through Saturday, For
reservations call 243·8661.
Concert: Santana 11nfurls a new
image in their Monday night
concert at the University
Arena, 8 p.m.
Drama: "A Midsummer Night's
Dream" will be. performed at
Popejoy Hall, Thursday
through Saturday night at 8:15
p.m. and on Sunday at 2:15
p.m. For reservations call
277·3121.
Comedy: Women comedians
Harrison & Tyler launch this
semester's Speaker's Committee
program, Thursday, 8 p.m. in
the SUB Ballroom.
Dance: David and Mack'n'Root
perform tonight in the SUB
Ballroom, 8 p.m. to midnight.
Sponsored by PEC, the dance
carries a 9 9 cents admission
charge.
Recital: Sean Daniels plays
baritone, Keller Hall, Sunday at
8 p.m.
Recital: Madam Greene performs
and lectures Monday at Keller
Hall, 8 p.m.
Radio: Anais Nin speaks on the
"new woman," tomorrow at 7
p.m. on KUNM.
Radio: "Piaf: In Memorian," an
exploration of the life and art
of Edith Piaf, will be broadcast
tomorrow on KUNM, 8 p.m.
Film: "Sunset Boulevard,"
starring Gloria Swanson,
William Holden and Erich Von
Stroheim, SUB Threatre,
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tonight. Admission is 99 cents. is:
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Film: Satyjit Ray's classic "The ~.
World of Apu" plays tomorrow at the SUB Theatre. Admission 8
is 99 cents.
t::j
Film: '"The Godfather,"~
complete with horse head and
orgiasti!! violence, shows 7 p.m. ~
and 10 p.m. on both Friday
and Saturday at the SUB.
Film: Kurosawa 's version of ff
"Lower Depths" will be shown 'i
Saturday, 10 a.m. and noon at .....
the Guild courtesy of Motion &
Pictures Limited.
Film: Looney Tunes & Merry ~
Melodies comprise today's free ,...
movie fare, 10 a.m. through 3 ~
p.m., SUB Threatre.
il"
Coffeehouse: This Friday the
UNM Coffeehouse will feature
Chris ·Yeager and Terry Blum,
and Redding Berthea. Hours are
7 p.m. to midnight with a
poetry reading from 7 p.m .. to
7:30 p.m. Admission for
students is 25 cents, for'
non-students (fiends that they
are) admission is $1.
Coffeehouse: On Satu,rday the
UNM Coffeehouse will host
Steve Melt21er, humorist .and
banjo picker extraordinaire,
and Chris Despopoulous
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By HAROLD SMITH
Coach H11gh Hackett's cross
country team will take on the
Arizona Wildcats and the Aggies
of downstate Las Cruces this
Friday afternoon on UNM's south
golf course.
The tri·meet is scheduled for 4
p.m.
"We've had time trials already,"
Hackett said, "but I'm going to
have everybody run.
"In cross country only seven
runners can represent the team.
They will run in blue uniforms,
and the others will be in white."
Hackett said Matt Segura had
the best time in the trials with a
3 4; 38 six-mile. The other
competitors will include; Blair
Johnson, Mark Bjorkland, Jay
Miller (WAC steeplechase
runneru p ), Freshman Ronnie
Maestas, Ken Stalter and George
Phippen, who transferred from
High Point College in North
Carolina.
"SegUra is still young," he said.
"He should develop."
A former Santa Fe High
Demon, Segura played a
secondary role to Johnson in the
six-mile last track season.
However, Hackett said he expects
the finishing positions to
fluctuate.
"We only had a split of one
minute," Hackett said, "between
•
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Hackett's Cross Country Te.am Opens Fr.·i.:
Segura Time Trial Leader For.Tri-Me~t
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Invitational in Boulder,
UTEP and BYU finished 1·2,
respectively, in WAC cross
country. "Colorado," Hackett
said, "was probably the best cross
country team in the United States
last year." He noted that UNM
placed third in the WAC in the
preceding season so they are fairly
strong themselves.
Rickett said that his team, for
the most part, were usually in
good academic standing. He said, ·
"They have to put in 100 miles a
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(Photo by Diane Ross)

Steve Myer, WAC offensive player
of the week: "/ only hope he
improves every week," said
Mondt.

Myer Wins· WAC
Player of the Week
By DEL JONES
After his first game of major college action, UNM quarterback '
Steve Myer was voted Western Athletic Conference offensive player of
the week.
.
Myer completed 16 of 22 passes (73 per cent) for 221 yards m
leading the Lobos to a 32·23 season opening win over WAC opponent
Colorado State.
Myer's major competition for WAC player of the week came from
CSU freshman running back Ron Harris who carried for 139 yards m
27 carries against UNM.
.
.
The WAC defensive player of the week was M1ke Dawson, defensiVe
, .
tackle for Ari21ona.
"Myer actually played a better game than I thought he would, sa1d
coach Bill Mondt Tuesday
t at the Lobo Club ban
"I told

...
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Daily Lobo

him that the only thing I could ask now is for him to improve every
week. But he really had a super night."
Myer said after the game last Saturday that he was pleased with the
job he did but said it was made possible only by his receivers and line.
"Now I've got to get ready for Texas Tech," he said.
That's pretty much what everybody has on their minds in the Lobo
camp now. Texas Tech was rated among the top twenty in the
country in many pre-season polls and won't be taking UNM lightly
with a bid for a post-season bowl game at stake.
Last week the Red Raiders soundly defeated strong Iowa State 24·3
and according to Harold Quiessar, who scouted the game, they
consumed over seven minutes on their way to a touchdown in the
opening drive of the game.
"They run out of an !·formation and have three guys who averaged
over four yards a carry," said Quiessar.
The number one running threat for the Raiders is 5-10, 181 lb.,
Larry Isaac who picked up 6.6 yards a carry against Iowa St.
Fullback John Garner is able to pick up some ground himself if the
defense keys on Issac. He averaged 6.3 yards last Saturday.
Sophomore Tommy Dunivan is starting at quarterback and he also
averaged over four yards a carry last week.
_ "Even though Harold (Quiessar) was there scouting the game. I
thought I'd' get another opinion so I called Iowa St. coach Ear~e
Bruce,"
said Mandt. "He told me that Texas Tech was awfully· big,
.
awful ugly, and they're not very friendly."
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(across Mc'nlul frotil Coronado C-enter)

butterfield jertelers/:~

~)

~ •• .-."'

op.

3424 Central S.E. 266-9296
Albuquerque Floral
Design School

····~

ART CARVED

2312 CENTRAL SE • tbe· Store lot biamonds • ON UNIVERSITY HILL.

week in training. It must be the
discipline they acquire."
That discipline has paid off for
UNM, The Lobos lead the WAC in
cross country with four
championships since the
conference's inception.

Coach Hugh Hackett: "Cross
country is a team sport.

Sports

Sept. 16-21 Fronk & Rick Lorrobee
Sept. 22 Sundoy.:...Seeds &' Stems
Sept. 29 Sundoy Night Athon
Sept. 30 Cordinol Duo
Lonce Henderson-Kevin Hu hes

Corky Fr~derick
...
Susie White
Brad Bramer
Julie Gohrick
Richard Monk

the first and fifth place men in
practice. That's pretty good to
begin with.
"Cross country is a team sport.
There's seven on the team, but
only the first five count....
The last two men, he said, act
as "pushers." If they finish higher
than· any of the first five on the
opposing team, it forces the
opponents into a lower finish.
Hackett said the team has a
tough schedule ahead of them.
After the UA·NMSU meet they
will face Brigham Young,
Colorado and Texas·El Paso here.
The Lobo long-distance men will
also be at the Colorado

TE!.EPilOII~:

268--11110

6609

l\h;~>AU.

Bt.VD., N.E.

Gomez

•

(Continued from page 1)
body of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico,
while endowed with personnel of
obvious high intellect, style and
with personnel capabilities
unlimited, appears to by dying of
mediocrity and a lack of
commitment. Mediocre in terms
of the practical applications of its
resources, and lacking in terms of
the commitment to achieve the
•

many goals espoused during the
last election."
• Gomez also explained more
troubles that have arisen with the
possible reintroduction of ex-PEC
member Rodney Lujan to the
PEC meetings.
Lujan was removed from the
PEC for his "badgering" of a
student from Project Consejo,
Gomez said. Lujan later told
Project Consejo he was to be
Gomez's representative to the
PEC meetings.

"In a discussion with Rodney," . Lujan's past experience on the
Gome2< said, "he told me. he PEC to aid students-and not
wanted to keep himself involved looking for a fight.
with the PEC, I had talked with
"My intentions are not. done as
others about Rodney's copduct an affront to Gil (Gonzales), and
and they felt his .ques.t.ioning was ·I'm not trying to throw down the
valid but his methodology was not gauntlet to Steve (Schroeder)."
in good taste,"
Gomez said Lujan felt that PEC
0 ·.
chairman Steve Schroeder had
It took us seven days to
used Lujan's troubles with Project
shoot that scene, and there
Consejo as an "opportune time to
were seventy camera setups for
have him removed."
forty-five seconds of footage.
Gomez said he was considering
We had a torso specially made

Psyc
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rates: 10¢ per word per day with a
$t.OO per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ads published ftve
or more consecutive days. 1
Terms: .PaYment must be made in full
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron Hall, Room 132
or bumtlil

Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

1)

PERSONALS

SUICIDE IS a permanent solution to
temporary problems. We'll L Is ten.
AGORA, 277·3013.
9/20
HOUSE, UTILITIES. Mature reliable woman In exchange for limited services.
May be student, working' or partially disabled. Weekdays 243·8811, ext. 189. 9/23
MEXICAN DANCES-Tuesday, Thursday
6:00 PM-Carllsle Gym; students free.
9/19
WOMEN POOL PLAYERS wanted ~or
ROSA's Elimination Tournament every
Thursday.
9/19
JOIN THE UNIVERSITY of Albuquer.
the heart
Italy,
queDec
Jnterm
tour
to 1976.
30
1974•9.
Jan.
Tour of
includes
round trip air fare, hotels, breakfasta,
visiting Rome, Florence, Naples 11rea.
Academic credit available. l'rict $646.
Call Division of Humanltla. 248·~~611j
PREGNANT AND NEED HELPT You
have frfenda who eare at Blrthrfl'ht.
2C7·9819.
2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND: Small Pun~AIIfson Taylor
Otis. Claim at Student Information
Desk.
LOST: PAIR GOLD wire-rim glaaaes In
Mitchell Hall, Ladles room last w
.....k, ..,e~...
.n
~· 243-3407, 8·6.
9/23
FOUND: WOMEN'S prescription sun·
alaMes, roee frames w/green lena, Max•
well Museum in Anthropology Bldg.
Identify & claim In Museum omcee.
3)

SERVICES

ASTROLOGY FRIENDSHIP SERVICE,
For information, send name, address,
birthdate: Air Earth Fire and. Water,
Box 1595, Albuquerque, New Mexleo
"137102.
IBM
'-PRO. FESSIONAL TYPIST
.
:
caruon•
ribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298-7147.
9/20
PASSPORT, . IDENTIFICATION photos.
Loweet prices in town, fut, pteulng.
Near UNM. Call 266·2«44 or eome to
1717 Girard N.E.
") FOR RENT
'i'

UNFURNISHED 3-Room House, alr con·
ditioned, stove, refrigerator. $85 month.
fl/24
Phone 843-6083.
FURNISHED HOUSES.. AAA two and
three bedrooiJIIII. Very clean. Near Unl·
veralty and north west. 242-7814,. 21'7·
1006. 242-1871,
Un
LOOKING FOR an apartment? We have
alx and wiD fumfah to suit. Call 247·
4405 evenings. Mr. Scott.
9/25
Yl./F SnARE 3-br houae, Old Towr1 Area:
F/P yard. 842·9431.
9/19
HOUSE TO SHARE, female preferred,
'75, UNH 843-9692, 266-3771 ext. 262.
9/lw1
HOUSE TO SHARE: $67 mo. utilltlm
paid. furnished, fireplace. 3716 Campus
S

=~
R E STORAGE
Manqer, 1824 Buena
hours

46
.;

MIDNIGHT Sl'JilCIAL, Ryder overnight
sleep tomorrow, 766-1111.
tfn
THE CITADEL APARTMENTS _ An
apartment complex for the young and
the young at heart. Rents start at $130,
Large swimming pool. Efficiencies &
1 bdrm available, furnished or un•
furnished. Walking distance to UNM.
1620 University NliJ. 243-2494,
10/4
FURNISHED APARTMENTS• . AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
· Very clean, near University and north
west, 242·7814, 247·1006, 242·1871. tfn
UNFURNISHED HOUSES. AAA two and
three bedrooms. Very clean. Near Unl·
versity and north west, 242-7814, 2471006, 242-1871.
tfn

5)

FOR SALE

OLD MIRAGES, aome 20 years old. $1.00
each,. room 132, Marron Hall.
OLD MIRAGES 1968 through 1970. $1.00
each, room 132, Marron Hall.
•
TENNIS EQUIPMENT-racqueta, balls,
shorts, sh~. & shirts now on sale at
the Bike Shop, 823 Yale SE, 842-9100.
tfn
STEREO SPEAKERS. 4' x 3lh'. $80 or
best offer. 268-6114, ask fnr Rob. 9/24
TENT for Backpacking, 100 percent RiP·
stop Nylon construction, Weight Jess
than 4 Jb:;. $80, Call 277·2309 or 298·
1296.
9/2f
TWENTY ACRES-3 Domes. Cerrillos,
Private, comfortable, 11nique. SUN·
SH INK ItiMJ.TY. :;146·2001.
9/4
PADDLEBALL, RAQUETS and balls on sale this week. at the Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE. 842-9100.
BACKPACKERS - Come laspect New
Mexjco's moat complete aelectlon of
equipment at B A C K COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2121 San Pedro NE. 266-8113.
20 PORTABLE TV's $30·$60. 441 Wyom•
ing NE, 266·6987.
10/23

--

--~

-----

5) FOR SALE
PADDLE BALL RACQUETS: Balls-lots
left and still on sale at the Bike Shop,
823 Yale SE. 842·9100. Racquets as low
as $9.99 and balls at 99c each.
10/1
QUESTAR standard model telescope, Mint
dlti
36
t tr J'18t 1 266
con
on.
perccn
Pr ce.
•
111 evenings.
9/23
KJNGSIZE mattress with full aet linens,
Frank, 266·6213, 268-0011.
9/23
BICYCLES I. BICYCLES I Now is tho time
for a new 10-apeed. Prices have been
lowered as winter approaches and we
6) EMPLOYMENT
ha.ve a terrlllc selection. The Bike Shop,
823 Yal'! SF.. R42-910il.
10/7
PART-TIME JOB, graduate students
only. Afternoons & evenings. Must be
WHITE OAK DOOKSHOP and Gallery,
able to work Friday & Saturday nights.
1200 Rl0 Gran de, books on art • P ho...,.
•~
Must be over 2~ yeara old. Apply In
..a.
phy, crafta, southwest, Mexico.
9/20
person, no phone calls- p]eue. Save Way
Liquor Store, 5704 Lomu NE and 6616
HANG GLIDER SUN, 18' custom sail,
Mmaul NE. ·
9/13
cheap price now, 268·7605.
9/20
PIONEER. AM/F.M STEREO tuner TXBABYSITTER WANTED:
Part-time
mother needs babysitter who hu ex•
6200, 1 yr. old, 5 yr warranty, walnut
perlence w/small baby & Ia willing to do
cabinet, .86. 277-6238.
9/20
light housework. Week daya, atartlne NoAKC COLLIE MALE, 18wks,. trl·color,
vember. 266·7278.
9/20
long coat. mellow dlapoaltlon, real sweet.
WANTED PART TIME SECRETARY to
$30, 346·5920. Mornings, evenings. 9/19
do typing and filing, $2.00 an hour. Up
to 20 hou!'ll/weclc. Call Geoffrey. 843·
CHICKEN 'N' DUMPLINGS Texu-Style,
7102.
9/20
$1.26 every Wednesday nite at Roea's.
9/19
PART-TIME JOB, amusement arcade,
apply at 118 San Mateo SE or caU 265·
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.95, com•
4292.
9/18
plete IYBtema, $59.95, heaters, $27.60.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. AcrOM
PART-TIME COUNTER SALES. Huat be
from Arbles. 268-8455.
trn
available for some weekend hoU!'II. Apply
1969 VW BUG, good condition, radio,
.in person, Unlve!'llity Dairy Queen, 2300
S1126. Cash. After 5 PM. 268-5883. 9/18
Central SE.
9/19
'69 PLYMOUTH VALIANT-Top condl·
7) MISCELLANEOUS
tlon, new paint, 11tandard alx, one own·
er, Slo5o. 277-3617, 3:00-li:oo or 8:oo.
FREE GREY KITTENS &: Cat. Call
10:00 PM.
9/17
Sharon 268-3729 or 277-4806.
9/24
UNIQUE TRUCKING MACHINE. Cua·
SCRIPTURE READING, praye!'ll, songs,
tomlzed Ranchero fully equipped. Ready
dally 7 PM, 425 University NE, Canter•
to travel anywhere. 26 MPG. 266·0991.
bury Chapel.
10/14
9/23
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equip· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ment from the professionals at the Trail
Haus-sales, rentals, service, and cllnfc.t~.
• . . . . . . . .. . .
Since 19G7, New Mexico's leading ski
...
touring center-Trail Haus, 1931 San
•
•
Mateo SE. 266·9190.
9/19
•
Wednesday Free Palms •
FENDER PRINCETON-reverb AMP elt•
celJent condition, $130. Panasonlc s•
Presents
track car stereo w/home adapter, home
•
•
&: car speakers. New condition. 2429092.
9/17
•
BICYCLES: Lowest prices on Gltane and
•
•
other fine European Bicyclcs. Over 100
•
.C111111111
in stock, S75 to $600. WORLD CHAM·
~
•
PION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal Pl SE,
•
fll
fll...lt-.1!
four blocks from UNM. 813·9378. tfn
•
tnC!IItlg mtullie&
•
.STEREO HEAD PHONES $4.95, 6 foot
cord, soft ear padJ. United Freltrht.
•
•
Sales. 3920 San Mateo NE.
trn
VJNTAGE CLOTHING, antique quilbl,
•
oak furniture, photographic antiques,
•
•
The SUver Sunbeam, 3109 Central NE.
•
9/17
•
GEODESIC DOME-2-year otd homf!, . .
•.
cone1nuous showInp
.
eluded in the South VaUq on an acre
10
3
•
of land •. Perlect opportunity to beKin
•
am. pm
•
the road to aetf.auftlclency, .. 112,600.
Super terms. NORRIS REALTY, 877•
•

°

°

Tua-

A~
:~N
excellent

9

Malamutes-AKO registered,
pedigree, llhow/pet, terms
9 12 0

SUB theatre

•
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842 61 56

89 8

'
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Moving?
Ryder
Midnight Special

I .
no ysts

up with the Wood that was
supposed to spurt away from
the knife, but I didn't use it; I
d
l .
d l
U s e
a
1. V e
m o e
instead.-Hitchcock on the
s.how. er stabbing in Psycho
Students who have already applied
for Work-Study and ar!l qualified, but
have not yet been placed in a job
should check with the Work-Study
office in Mesa Vista Hall for
assignment.

With an 1 8 ft.. truck
. you get:

FREE
1 d9lly, 12 pads,·so miles
5pm-Bam Monday thru Friday
8am.-4pm Sunday
4pm-Bam Sunday

Women's medical self-help and Pap
clinic at Student Health Center, Room
220, Wed., 2·4 p.m. Minimal charges
for Pap smears. Speculums for sale.

Speakers

Mobi Warren, of the Vietnamese
Buddhist Peace Delegation, wUl speak
on the political prisoner situation in
Vietnam at 2 p.m. Thurs., in Room
231·E of the SUB.
'
Edward P. Dunphy, a scientist, will
speak on "Computer Graphics and
Interactive Techniques'' Thurs., 3:30
p.m .• in Room 142 of the Computin~
Center.

2130 2nd St. N.W.

505-765-1111
$20.00

R
..,....

11¥11ER

TRUCK
RENTAL

INTERMI~~ION DEll
& RE~T~UR~NT
We feature authentic New York Deli Style Meats
New York Style Specialties
Catering
Eatln
Take Out

7210 M€N!1Ul N.€.
''The World of Apu"

Hot & Cold Sandwiches
Triple Deckers
Salad Platters

